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Abstract 

This paper explores the concept of so called author identity as a type of communication strategy in 
written academic texts (research articles) that are traditionally regarded as impersonal and non-
interactive texts. I claim that interaction in written texts can be viewed as a multi-faceted phenomenon. 
Author identity is investigated through the use of personal pronouns: I aim to reveal how first-person 
singular pronouns in particular may help writers establish their relationship with prospective readers 
as well as the particular academic discourse community. First-person singular pronouns are 
investigated both quantitatively in frequency analysis and qualitatively with respect to discourse 
functions they perform in research articles. A comparative insight of the paper, which lies in 
comparing research articles in economics and linguistics, reflects cross-disciplinary variation in the 
use of first-person singular pronouns. 
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particular personal pronouns, but first let us have a closer look on what lies behind the 
impersonal streaming of academic texts. 
     As mentioned above, impersonality of academic texts is commonly recommended by
various books on writing styles. Here are some suggestions in which the authors strongly 
advise to avoid personal voice in academic writing: 

(1) Much academic and professional writing is best presented from the third-person point of 
view ..., which puts the subject in the foreground. The I point of view is usually inappropriate in

  such contexts because, by focusing attention on the writer, it pushes the subject into the 
background (Hacker 47).

  (2) The total paper is considered to be the work of the writer. You don’t have to say ‘I think’ or  
  ‘My opinion is’ in the paper. ... Traditional formal writing does not use I or we in the body of   

the paper (Spencer and Arbon 26).
  (3) To the scientists it is unimportant who observed the chemical reaction: only the observation   
  itself is vital. Thus the active voice sentence is inappropriate. In this situation, passive voice and
  the omission of the agent are justified (qtd. in Hyland 351). 

Understandably, the aim is not to overgeneralize by drawing overtly simple conclusions: 
despite promoting ‘traditional formal writing’ not all guides on style assume the same strict 
position on the phenomena discussed. For example, in (4) the author offers explanation and 
context for the previous opinion in (1). In the case of the passive voice, the advice in (5) and 
(6) is quite erudite: 

  (4) Writers who are aware that the first-person point of view is sometimes viewed as
  inappropriate in academic writing often overgeneralise the rule. Concluding that the word I is
  never appropriate, they go to extreme lengths to avoid it (Hacker 50). 

(5) Prefer active verbs: Active verbs express meaning more emphatically and vigorously than   
their weaker counterparts – form of the verb be or verbs in the passive voice. ... Verbs in the

  passive voice lack strength because their subjects receive the action instead of doing it.  
Although the forms of be and passive verbs have legitimate uses, if an active verb can carry  
your meaning, use it (Hacker 164-165). 

  (6) Prefer the active voice: In the active voice, the subject of the sentence does the action; in the   
  passive, the subject receives the action. Although both voices are grammatically correct, the  

active voice is usually more effective because it is simpler, more direct, and less wordy (Hacker  
314). 

     The foregoing discussion might imply that we are too much obsessed with relatively
unproblematic linguistic phenomena: how does it matter in presenting true scientific facts 
whether the author employs the third-person it instead of first-person I? However, recent 
research into the disciplinary nature of academic writing has shown that “[t]he words [authors] 
choose must present their ideas in ways that make most sense to their readers, and part of this 
involves adopting an appropriate identity” (Hyland 2002:352). 

Writer identity and disciplinary variation 

Seminal for the ongoing discussion is Hacker’s (1994) remark in (4) in which she calls for the 
authorial responsibility to conclude and decide on the appropriate use of I. The choice of an
appropriate pronoun is determined not only by its rhetorical function but there are disciplinary 
variations and preferences developed within discourse communities that communicate 
through various kinds of discourse products, in our case research articles. Hence, the aim of
the paper is to reveal how writer identity is reflected in research articles from two disciplines:
linguistics and economics. To narrow down the concept of ‘writer identity’ the assumption is 
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